Abrtrad-Research over the last 9 years has resulted in an effective mine classification approach that involves the use of image-segmentation based screening methods followed by multilayer perceptron networks for mine classification. The present approach centers around a baseline 23 Feature set related to highlight, shadow, and highlighffshadow contrast statistic based segmentations, and the use of associated statistical and shape related factors. In the workdescribed here we investigate the improvement of baseline performance by incorporating image texture related features such as Cooccurrence Matrix related factors.
I. INTRODUCTION
The need for automated processing in the detectiodclassification of mines to reduce the workload of human sonar operators is clear. The minedetectiodclassification system described here is partitioned into an anomaly screening stage, followed by a classification stage involving the calculation of features on blobs, and their input into a multilayer perceptron neural network.
In order to obtain sufficiently low false alarm densities for an actual system, several strategies can be employed. Multiple mine hunting algorithms may be fused, i.e. detectionsiclassifications may be effectively combined by imposing the constraint that a given mine like blob derived from one algorithm must intersect at least one blob obtaincd from each of an aggregate collection of distinct algorithms. This strategy is currently employed by the Naval Coastal Systems Station (CSS) in combining the results obtained from the CSS, Alphatech, Raytheon, and Lockheed-Martin mine hunting algorithms.
To improve the performance of individual Mine Classification algorithms, new feature sets are continually under investigation, particularly as the resolution and quality of available side-scan sonar data improves. In the discussion that follows section 2.0 defines the ovcrall mine detectiodclassification(CAD1CAC) algorithm structure. Defining our CADICAC algorithm will involve defining the formation of our "Baseline", 23 dimensional feature set, and additional features considered here for augmenting the Baseline set, consisting of Haralick's Cooccurrence Matrix derived factors [l] .
In section 3.0 classification performance results obtained from fusing classifiers based on the baseline and texture features, respectively, are compared with baseline performance. Finally, in section 5.0 conclusions are made.
MINE HUNTING ALGORITHM STRUCTURE
The structure of the aggregate detectiodclassification algorithm studied here is summarized in Fig. 1 , The image normalization algorithm [Z] in Fig. I was developed by Dr.Gerald Dobeck of the NSWC CSS(Nava1 Surface Warfare Center Coastal System Station), as well as others, and consists in the use of a combined forwardhackward low-pass filtering approach to estimate local background intensity at each pixel along a range profile. The input image intensity along the range profile is then normalized by those local background intensity estimates. This results in more homogeneous background characteristics, making highlights and shadows more uniformly visible. The purpose of the anomaly-screening algorithm is to extract blobs; i.e. collections of connected pixels, which correspond to candidate mine-like (ML) objects. These candidate ML blobs will be referred to as image Tokens. A vector of classification features, to be defined in the discussion that follows, is then calculated for each image Token. A trained multilayer perceptron network is then employed, using the Token classification feature vectors as inputs, in order to obtain "target" and "clutter" output statistics, which may be viewed as approximate posterior probabilities. The logarithm of the ratio of "target" over "clutter" output node statistics is calculated and corresponds to a log-likelihood ratio statistic-LLR. These LLR values are ranked and thresholded to determine a final output ML Token list. 
Finally, the image Tokens retumed by the screening algorithm are those for which PCmin < PC <PCmax (4)
Fig. 1 Aggregate DetectiodClassification Algorithm Structure
The above discussion defines the overall structure of the mine-detectiodclassification algorithm. Next, we describe in more detail the generic anomaly-screening algorithm depicted in Fig. 2 , which is employed as a building block in the actually employed anomalyscreening algorithm. In general, an anomaly statistic is selected as some measure quantifying the deviation of behavior over some local image neighborhood, as compared to local-background characteristics. The Markov Random Field(MRF) based anomaly statistic [3] conceived in past work measured the degree of anomalousness of a specified neighborhood of pixels associated with a row in the least squares data matrix for fitting a first order MRF model. In the current image databases under investigation, ML targets have relatively small highlight regions, followed by longer shadows. Hence, in the present ease a highlightkhadow contrast based anomaly statistic tils is formed as r, , = (mH-RNA)/(HNA-BNA)
, where mH, mS denote intensity means over adjoining !gI by !ah, / cy by !as windows, where hy denotes a pixel length in the along track direction, and (!ah, !as) denotes pixel lengths in the range direction for highlight and shadow, respectively. The parameters HNA, BNA, SNA denote average highlight, background, and shadow intensities in the normalized image, respectively. Note, in addition, that kxs is allowed to vary linearly as a h c t i o n of range.
Given the selection of an anomaly statistic, an estimate for the anomaly statistic cumulative distribution function, rMP-PC = Thresh-screener ( 5 ) ,where Threshscreener denotes the rank threshold required for Token selection. In the discussion that follows we will refer to the anomaly-screening algorithm as retaining the top Thresh-screener Tokens.
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Fig. 2 Generic Anomaly-Screening Algorithm Structure
Given the above description of a generic anomalyscreening algorithm, we can define the actual screening algorithm employed. In our case, the generic anomaly screening algorithm defined above is actually applied foi three distinct anomaly statistics, and the results are combined in a fashion described in the discussion that follows. We will use the notation A(1, b) to denote the anomaly-screening algorithm employing statistic I, and "filtering" parameter vector-b, where for example.. .
and the above parameters are as defined in (2), (4), and (5). In our case we make use of a highlightkhadow contrast statistic t&as defined by (I), and an appropriate set of screening parameters-bHs, In addition, we make use of what will he termed "highlight", t~, and "shadow", is, anomaly statistics together with associated screening parameter vectors bH, bs, respectively. 
The motivation behind imposing the constraint in (7) is that S ( t , bHJ-Tokens, when they correspond to genuine mine-like objects, should be associated with either a local highlight or local shadow region.
In our case, the highlight detection statistic t&) is roughly defined as
, where n(ij) is computed as an average of squared deviations from a local normalized image median, in the 8 directions corresponding to the nearest neighbors at a given pixel, and nMcorresponds to a median value for n(.,.) in a local rectangular ring centered at (ij). The form adopted for tH(ij,) can be motivated as a simplified form of the MRF based anomaly statistic mentioned above.
Finally, note that the adopted "shadow" detection statistic, ts(ij), is defined as
where I&) denotes the normalized image intensity. Hence, "shadow" blobs are derived by selecting the "tail"
of the ts distribution.
The above completes our discussion of the aggregate anomaly screening algorithm employed in the context of Figure-1 . Next, we complete our discussion of the minehunting algorithm smcture hy defining the feature vector employed in the classification stage of the algorithm. In defining the calculated classification features it is important to note that three distinct segmentations are involved, corresponding to the use of the t H , t , ts "anomaly" statistics, respectively, and that in addition the normalized image-IN-is also involved. Hence, in describing the features it is necessaly to denote which segmentation is involved, and the underlying image statistic employed in any calculations. The designations HS, H, Swill he employed to denote segmentations derived from the tils, tH, ~.~"anomaly" statistics, respectively. The current baseline feature vector, f , is 23-dimensional and defined as follows:
..
fi = PC for HS-segmentation (10)
( 1 1 . In
having partitions., .
our case we selected q=3, sI =1, sz =2, s, =3. In addition, we let ,v =8, the number of bins employed in empirical cumulative histogram calculation was Ifi, and the image window dimension employed was IO. Finally, note that two distinct image statistics where investigated for the purpose of discretization in order to calculate Cooccurrence Matrix distributions. In each case the window was centered at the HSsegmentation blob centroid, hut in one case(A), the tfS-statistic was employed to define' image intensities, while in the second case(B), the normalized side-scan image was employed to define image intensities.
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The above series to define the overall framework for calculation of a Cooccurrence Matrix related feature vector, f',,, 
III.COMPARISOK O F TEXIURE MEASURE AUGMEN'I'ED, A S D BASELINE CLASSIFIER PERFORMASCE RESULIS
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In Fig.-3 the Baseline 23F classification performance is compared with the 18F and 10F performance, respectively. Note, that FA1 denotes the average number of false alarms per image, and PCD denotes the cumulative Mine classification probability, over a test data set of 244 images. This test data set is distinct from the 56 images employed for training. In addition, in Fig.-3 upper and lower 90% coverage probability confidence bounds for the 23F baseline performance are displayed, as obtained using the Boostrap Based approach detailed in [SI. These results demonstrate that the IOF, 18F cases have classification performance that is significantly worse, in a statistical sense, than the 23F baseline case.
In order to investigate the performance achievable by the fusion of the baseline 23F and either of Cooccurrence Matrix Feature cases (A), (B) , we consider the selection of jointkimultaneous classification thresholds associated with the output of a 23F classifier, and a Cooccurrence Matrix Feature related classifier, respectively, in order to minimize the achieved number of false alarms, at each specified number of classified targets. In Fig. 4 and 5 we present the (FAI, PCD) cuwes associated with the fused (23F, 18F) and (23F, IOF), cases respectively, together with the baseline 23F performance. In addition, in each case we present upper and lower, 90% coverage bounds associated with the fused performance. In this case however, the resulting Bootstrap derived bounds are conditioned on a specified range of classified targets being achievable, based on appropriate joint threshold selections associated with the outputs of individual class$ers. Hence, this is equivalent to conditioning on a fixed collection of PCD values being achievable, and determining upper and lower bounds on the achievable FA1 performance. 
IVAIONCLUSIONS
Results in Fig. 3 -5 demonstrate that while the Cooccurrence related features computed from the normalized side-scan image are more powerhl for minelclutter discrimination, than those computed from the HS-segmentation statistic, the fusing of either set of features with the Baseline 23F set does not result in statistically significatit performance improvement, relative to the Baseline case.
